Consumer Payment Portal
Billing File Presentment & Payment Solution

The Consumer Payment Portal is a consumer-facing
solution that is hosted in the Google cloud. The
solution allows our clients to process in-person and
phone transactions as well as the ability to enroll
cardholders into recurring or scheduled transactions.
Additionally, this solution is capable of supporting feebased and absorbed fee payment processing models.
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Key Platform
Features & Functions
All of our payment solutions undergo rigorous annual
“Level 1” PCI security reviews and adhere to all Payment
Card Data Security Standards (DSS).
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All of our cloud-based payment solutions are securely
hosted in the Google Cloud which means a worry-free
experience, exceptional uptime and an unlimited bandwidth
via their managed instance group autoscaling capability.
The IntelliPay platform supports multiple User hierarchies.
Masters and Administrators can fully manage downstream
users and assign a multitude of processing and reporting
rights, permissions and passwords.

The IntelliPay platform is highly configurable and includes
customizable reporting & research options with multiple
configuration settings such as Client Department dropdown menus and Client defined custom data fields.
We get it, data capture and multiple reporting options are
critical to managing any Business. Tell us what data is
important and we’ll securely manage the data and provide
detailed reporting and research options.

Give us a call today to discuss your card and ACH
payment acceptance options, goals & requirements
or to schedule a product demonstration.

All of our solutions are capable of supporting multiple feebased payment models and types, including Visa,
Mastercard, Discover, American Express, ACH or eCheck
payment processing.
Dedicated developer support is where we excel. We’ll
work closely with you to integrate, design, configure and
deploy the right solution for your specific requirements and
provide ongoing developer support.

To Access Integrated & Hosted Developer Documentation, Visit: http://www.IntelliPay.com/devdocs
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